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Foreword

The energy transition seems to be everywhere around us. Whether it be front-page

headlines on what CO2 reduction targets world leaders will bring to the next climate

conference, volatile electricity and fuel prices leaving our national news cycles in a

constant wobble of love/hate for renewable energy solutions, the increasing number

of court-cases around climate and energy, or themounting swell of background pieces

on local cooperatives, initiatives and innovations – we are talking about energy.

But evenamongall these conversations, there is onegigantic elephant in the roomthat

we’re hardly mentioning: Power.

Over the past 17 years, I have been doing research on the troubled relation between

power and change, together with many other researcher colleagues. It has been a red

threadthroughout, as I travelledacross related fieldsof research,educationandpractice

– from sustainability transitions to social innovation, and from mobility and energy to

urban initiatives.

While many researchers and practitioners agree that power and politics play a crucial

role in energy transitions, it is often deemed an uncomfortable and taboo topic, and a

heavily contested notion. So it is mostly left unpacked.

This power guide was co-created with many colleagues and other participants of the

SONNET project and its Transformative Power Lab sessions.We fervently hope that this

guidecanprovokemeaningfulconversationsaboutpoweramongcitizens,entrepreneurs,

activists, policy-makers and researchers wanting to contribute to energy transitions.

I am also acutely aware that this guide is only a beginning for guiding conversations

about power. Many related issues, equally important, complex and neglected, like (in)

justice around race, gender and class, require more explicit discussion, understanding

and facilitation wisdom in the future.

We hope that this work helps you to further deepen your power literacy, dive deeper

into questioning power inequalities in your field and develop transformative power to

contribute to more just and sustainable systems, in energy and beyond.

Flor Avelino (DRIFT)
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1. Placing power at the heart of social innovation in energy

This guidebook is for people who want to build up their skills to change energy systems. It is

for groups or individuals who want to gain insights and experience in how power can be seen,

challenged, or increased in energy systems, in order to seize energy transition momentum and

contribute to a shift away from fossil fuels.

While new renewable energy technologiesmaybenecessary, technologies alone are insufficient

to herald in transitions towards more just and sustainable energy systems. Therefore, this guide

focuses onpeopleworkingon social innovationsmeaningnewsets of ideas, objects andactivities

that involve a change in social relations. Particularly, we take on the issue of how people in these

social innovations can strategically dealwithpower. Examples of social innovations in energy are1:

1These six fields, amongst many others, emerged from the SONNET typology of social innovation: https://sonnet-energy.eu/
typology/
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Local electricity exchange

Matching local renewable energy generation

with local consumption.

Participatory incubation & experimentation

Multi-actor collaborative formats that aim to

experiment with novel energy solutions in specific

local settings.

Renewable energy cooperatives

Decentralised initiatives of citizens and local

communities own the means of renewable energy

production.

City-level competitions

City-level competitions for sustainable energy

refer to competitive formats like games, voluntary

comparisons, rankings or benchmarking which take

place between, or within, cities

Framings against fossil fuel energy

Creation and dissemination of alternative

storylines about energy pathways centred on

fossil fuels such as coal, oil or natural gas.

Innovative financing

Mobilisation of monetary resources to

achieve renewable energy goals, and to

shape and access institutions and structures

that regulate financial flows.
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There are unique power dynamics at play in each of these fields of social innovation (see: power

vignettes in Annex 1).

Social innovations can provide answers to how energy systems can be changed. However, in

order to have a transformative impact, they also need to challenge, alter or replace existing

dominant power relations and structures. Currently, many of these relations and structures2 in

energy are problematic and unbalanced: certain actors in fossil fuel energy systems and large-

scale renewable energy lobbies exert unchecked power at the expense of other actors, putting

their own interests first. A switch to renewable energies does not automatically denote a switch

in power relations. If unchallenged, inequalities and ecological extraction will continue topersist

in energy transitions. Therefore, the crucial question is:

How can social innovations challenge, alter and replace existing power relations in energy?

Power relations can be difficult to see, and easy to take for granted. Take, for example, the

power that energy companies have to decide what energy source is used to charge your phone

(coal, nuclear, renewable, etc). That power source was chosen based on power dynamics that

gradually formed in the past and still permeate through society. These are often quite invisible

to us: as we grow up, we internalise these inequities as norms. Some of these norms can seem

deceivingly trivial, but represent larger imbalances, such as the default temperature atwhich air

conditioning systems are set, which is a temperature fit for people who wear clothes like a suit

and tie.

2 The guide builds on the Transformative Social Innovation Manifesto: https://tsimanifesto.org/manifesto/
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For manypeople inEurope, energyappears as a given. They pay their energybills andare largely

unaware of where it comes from, how it is produced, what historical path has led to the status

quo, andwhat impacts it has. Today’s dominant energy systemswere designed to provide cheap

and reliable energy and to be as profitable as possible. There are several fault lines in these

systems: from greenhouse gas emissions causing global devastation, to overconsumption of

energy or issues such as fuel poverty. Social innovations like energy cooperatives, anti-fossil fuel

movements or policy experiments, are often dismissed as naive and unrealistic exceptions. This

divide can cause both social innovators and people who defend the status quo to be locked into

their own ideas and communities.

Meanwhile, established players and structures mostly determine if and how energy transitions

take shape, which most likely means a push towards large-scale energy markets. Therefore, for

truly transformative energy system change, it is crucial for people working on social innovation

to remain open to a conversation about how innovative practices, ideas and technologies can

becomemainstream,while but also keeping inmindpossible unintended consequences of their

actions.

This guide has beendeveloped in collaboration with over 100 social innovation practitioners and

researchers who took part in a Transformative Power Lab, which is being developed and tested

as part of the SONNET project3. You can use the guide to deepen your understanding of power

(Chapter 2) or select relevant exercises for recognising, discussing, and challenging power in

energy (Chapter 3).We hope that this guidewill spark conversations that helpmake sense of the

power dynamics within social innovations in energy and thereby amplify your capacity to forge

transformative change. We hope it supports you to be steadfastly, and constructively, critical

towards social innovation in energy, for the purpose of developing energy transitions that are

inclusive and fair today, and which care for the planet and future generations to come.

3 A paper describing the exactmethod of the Transformative Power Lab,written by the authors of this power guide, is forth-
coming. Agraphic harvestof theLab canbe found in Annex2, and for morebackground readingabout theconcepts used in
this guide, please refer to Annex 4.

Online you can find lectures and additional videos explaining the exercises.

Go to: https://bit.ly/Power-Guide
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Building Block 1

2.WHATWEKNOWABOUTPOWERANDSOCIAL INNOVATION

Power is one of the most contested concepts in social and political theory and has been studied

frommany different angles. On the one hand, power is about the capacity to achieve one’s goals.

On the other hand, power is also about incapacity and structural constraints. Learning from

multiple, age-old debates about power, we have distilled and summarised ten main insights on

power, which provide the building blocks for this power guide:

Building Block 2

Question power as inherent part of future energy directions
We need to question power to imagine possible energy transition pathways for the future

and to recognise that those engaged in the process have unequal positions and diverse

(sometimes contradictory) interests and values. This also means acknowledging the

differences between, for example, traditional energy providers that switch to renewable

energy sources, as compared to the rise of energy cooperatives. In one case, an oligopoly

remains, meaning that a few powerful companies control the market,whereas in the other

, shared ownership is put front and centre.

Anticipate power dynamics in social innovations in energy
While many social innovations in energy intend to change power relations in the energy

system, implicitly or explicitly, they often have unintended consequences that may

reproduceor evenexacerbateproblematic power relations. For instance, decentralisation in

oneplaceoftencomeswith ‘recentralisation’ (theemergenceofnewpower concentrations)

in other places. Platforms and networks that (initially) aim to decentralise power to users/

members can become a new concentration of power and/or profit. Similarly, inclusive and

participatory decision-making processes, like those strived for in cooperatives, tend to be

inclusive for some and exclusive for others. Anticipating these unintended consequences

will not necessarily prevent power challenges but can help address and compensate for

them. Ongoing evaluation of processes like those froma power perspective is necessary to

account for complex dynamics and unintended consequences.
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Building Block 3

Develop a language to talk about power
Talking about power can provoke negative or uncomfortable associations, causing people

to avoid the subject. If we agree that transformative change is about changing problematic

power relations, we need to recognise that a taboo around talking about power prevents

us from taking meaningful action. In effect, this impedes the transformative potential of

social innovations. Besides, the different associations and meanings that people tie to the

concept require us to acknowledge that there aremany different understandings of social

innovation and power. There is a need to becomemore confident and brave when talking

about power, and to develop language and capacities to do so.

Building Block4

Gain a sense of power
Vested interests are often blamed for the reproduction of the status quo. However, feeling

powerless in the face of such powerful vested interests is just as much an impediment to

changingvested interests.Gainingasenseofpower isaprerequisite for transformativesocial

innovation, as is understanding how to position oneself in relation to established players.

Learning from how other initiatives started off and managed to organise themselves can

be one example of how individuals can gain a sense of power.
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Building Block5

Take a multi-dimensional perspective on power
To make conversations about power productive, we need to acknowledge and discuss

differentdimensions.Oneway todothat is touse thedistinctionsbetween ‘power to’, ‘power

over’ and ‘power with’.

“getting things done”
Capacity to mobilise resources

to achieve specific goals.

Includes internationally
affecting outcomes

For example, the power
to be the owner of energy
production systems or for
communities to be energy

independent.

“forcing and dominating”
Force/impede others to dowhat

they otherwise (not) do.

Includes domination,
dependency, oppression
and exploitation. Can be
visible, hidden, incisible or

unconscious.

For example concerningmoney,
rules and regulation, but also
inequalities in terms of class,
income, ethnicity, background

or education.

“acting in concert”
Collective capacitiy to
collaborate to achieve

common goals.

Includes coaction and
empowerment as a goal
in itself. Even if collective
golas are not reached, this
still describes the power in

organising meetings, creating
a community, democratic
structures, involvement and
inclusion, or the ability to
generate income through
a local energy market and
spend on local needs in the

community

Avelico based on Partzsch (2017)and others.

power withpower overpower to
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Building Block6

Understand the ingredients of transformative power
Transformative power is a particular combination of different kinds of power:

1. Innovative or ʻprefigurativeʼ power manifests, for instance, as people mobilise
renewable energy sourcesand cooperative ownership models as an alternative
way to produce energy.Community energy initiativesare not just opposing the
existingenergy system or proposing a differentone,but really demonstrating (i.e.
ʻprefiguringʼ)an alternative energy future in the here and now.

2. Reinforcive power, in turn, is about developing and implementing necessary
institutional,regulatoryand financial frameworksthat enable alternative energy
systems. One example are policies like feed-in tariffs,which make it financially
feasible for citizens to invest in renewable energy technologies. Enforcing such
new regulatory frameworksiscrucialforsocialinnovationsto have transformative
impacts.

3. In addition to innovative and reinforcive power, transformative change also
requires countervailing power to challenge and dismantle existing structures
and institutions that reproduce problematic power relations in the energy
system. Transforming energy systems is not just about ʻaddingʼ new elements,
but also about daring to criticise,replace and phase-out ways of doing, thinking
and organising that are problematic.
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Building Block7

Connect globally: Translocal Power
The transformative power of social innovation in energy can be increased through more

translocal, intersectional and strategic collaborations between: different types of social

innovations in energy, between different localities, and with other types of innovation and

social change in and beyond the energy system. Combining specific local issueswithwider

international connections can beparticularly empowering. It allows you to not only see the

results of your efforts in your direct local environment, but also to have a wider sense of

societal and global impacts. Organising in translocal networks can be an alternativeway to

diffuse, growand ‘scale-up’. An example of this is theEuropean federationof citizen energy

cooperatives (REScoop.eu), which represents the interests of over 1900 cooperatives in the

European debate on the future of energy.
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3. POWEREXERCISES: PUTTINGPOWER INSIGHTS TOUSE

We have developed and tested a number of practical exercises that can facilitate exchange

about power dynamics in social innovations. All have been tested in a Transformative Power

Lab which was developed by and conducted within the SONNET project. We invite you to dive

into these exercises, and to adjust them as you see fit. Rather than a

strict method that you have to finish from A to Z, you are free to pick

exercises that you feel might help you and colleagues, and interpret

and integrate them in your own workshops, labs, teammeetings etc.

Alternatively, they can also be used by facilitators.Whether it is during

a small teammeeting, an off-site strategy day, a conference session or

workshop, doing these exercises serves to develop a language for
discussing power and identifying where your own transformative
power lies.

There are no right or wrong answers to the

questionswesuggest.What isconsidered ‘right’or

‘wrong’will likely differ across groups, and coming

closer to an answer can only be the result of collective discussions and

investigations.Where there is societal change, there will always be compromises with dominant

systems and actors. After all, no transformative social innovation can operate in a vacuum.

Importantly, whenever you are discussing

power, sharing power remains important.

One way to do this is to combine these

exercises with hosting an Open Space,

which is a format in which participants can come up with and discuss their own ideas and

propositions (e.g. see this video, or choose a similar method). Another way might be to involve

other people in crafting theprogrammebeforehand, and to reflect onhowyour role and framing

affects the facilitation4.

4 One example of a network in which these group facilitation reflections are emphasised is the Art of Hosting.

Online you can find lectures and additional videos explaining the exercises.

Go to: https://bit.ly/Power-Guide
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Purpose: Using images to break the ice, have participants reflect freely

on the concept, and gauge where people are coming from.

Description: Starting a conversation about power can be tricky. For the

Transformative Power Lab, we used images and illustrations throughout the sessions,

andcollaboratedwithagraphic facilitator. Tostartdiscussingpower,usingavisual representation

of what power means to people can be a low-threshold, creative and fun way to invite people to

share their thoughts and ideas, and explore new territory.

Instructions for a Visual Power Check-in:
• Askparticipantstoprepareanansweraheadofthe labtothequestion, ‘What imagerepresents

power for you?’. Participants can bring any image they like: a painting, a photograph, a logo,

a drawing, etc. When working online, you can ask participants to set the image as their

background.

• In pairs, take 10 minutes to share the image that they brought to exemplify power by

discussing: Why did you choose this image?

• Debrief by asking people to share a one-word highlight of their bilateral discussions.

• If available to you, involve a graphic facilitator to harvest and summarise the images, as was

done in the Transformative Power Lab.

Example(s):

Exercise 1:
Developing a power language through images
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Purpose: Becoming more specific about who is exercising power and to

what entities we attribute power.

Description: These divisions are

reflected in the so-called multi-actor

perspective, which divides society into state

(government, public agencies), market (firms,

businesses), community (households, families,

etc.), and the non-profit sector (NGOs,

associations, foundations). In the middle,

there is a hybrid sphere, which represents

hybrid organisations, like social enterprises,

that make profit but also prioritise social or ecological

impact. Within these domains there are also struggles and hierarchies: think of the local vs.

national within the state, multinationals vs. small independent enterprises in the market, or

generational or gender inequalities in communities.

Importantly, the multi-actor perspective is not just about the macro level: it is also about us and

the roles that we play ourselves. For instance, when discussing the state, we can identify our

individual roles, as voters and citizens, while in the market we are consumers or employees, in

the non-profit sector activists or donors, and in community friends or parents. Power struggles

do not only exist at themacro-level between

the state, the market and the community.

At an individual level, we also experience

tensionsandcontradictionsbetweenhowwe

behave as consumers, voters or neighbours.

The multi-actor perspective allows you

to acknowledge the multiple roles that

you play and want to play in contributing

towards more sustainable and just energy

systems, and the possible contradictions in

how we play that role – for instance voting in

favour of certain environmental standards,

but using fossil fuels as a consumer.

Exercise 2:
Seeing different roles - themulti-actor perspective
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While there is a tendency to associate social innovation with community (e.g. community

energy, socialmovements), or themarket (newways of financing, platforms for exchange), social

innovation in energy is not confined to one specific context, and can emerge across diverse

areas. Shifting (power) relations and boundaries between institutional logics is – in itself – a form

of social innovation. The shifting relations are constantly under discussion and changing: they

are in flux, not static.

Instructions for using the multi-actor perspective:
• To prepare, have digital or printed handouts ready describing the multi-actor perspective

(see Annex 3), and present or discuss the meaning of the multi-actor perspective with your

group.

• Having the multi-actor perspective in mind, focus on your own experience and roles: ‘What

are the different roles you play in energy?’; ‘How powerful/powerless do you feel in those

roles?’; and ‘What roles do youwant to play?’. Before discussing the answers with each other,

allow for a few minutes of individual reflection. Do not only discuss your professional role,

but also your role in the community and in the state as a consumer, family member, voter,

citizen, neighbour, etc.

• There are several options for how to do this exercise,

depending on the group and time you have. For

instance, reflections can be done in groups of two for

15 minutes, or groups of three (a ‘triad’, where one

person observes and listens) for 15-30 minutes.
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Purpose: Putting on power goggles to analyse power in your social

innovation field.

Description: In doing this exercise, patterns will

start to emerge: who do you think has power, and

do they see this as such themselves? ‘Power to’, ‘power

over’, and ‘power with’ are explained in Building

Block 5.

Instructions for exploring how
power manifests in your social
innovation:
• Prepare by reading or developing

‘power vignettes’ about social

innovation: these are short

narratives that exemplify how

‘power to’, ‘power over’, and ‘power

with’ manifest in specific fields of social

innovation. You can use the Power vignettes

in Annex 1 which were written about social

innovation fields studied in the SONNET project, or you can develop your own examples

for other social innovations in specific fields. Developing these vignettes and sharing

your answers with others in your group can become part of the exercise in and of itself.

Questions that are answered in the vignettes are:

- What is this social innovation?

- What are examples of it?

- What are three examples of ‘power to’, ‘power over’, and ‘power with’ in this field?

• Discuss ingroups of four: ‘Howdoes powermanifest in your

‘field’ of social innovation in energy?’ ‘Which elements

from the power vignettes do you recognise and what

would you add?’ Think of power to/over/with. Start from

your own examples and practical experiences. Take at

least 45 minutes.

Exercise 3: Understanding ‘power to’, ‘power over’,
and ‘power with’ in your social innovation field
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Purpose: Understanding the unintended consequences, tensions and

paradoxes of social innovation in energy.

Description:Participantsarechallengedtothink
about tensions and unintended consequences of

their social innovation by first opening up the possibilities

of unintended consequences in social innovation, to then zoom in

on their own fields, projects or initiatives.

Exercise 4: Unpacking power tensions

Instructions for unpacking power tensions:

• Prepare by sharing examples of unintended consequences in social innovations that you know

of – this does not have to be limited to innovations in energy alone. You can think of examples

such as Couchsurfing and AirBnB, Facebook or Uber.

• Selectwhat field, project or initiative youwant to focuson. Then, explore the followingquestions

in groups of four (or less): ‘What are themainpower tensions of this social innovation in energy?

How can we tackle these?’ Be sure to also consider unintended consequences. Examples of

topics that emerge may concern people or groups that the social innovation excludes, aspects

of the dominant system that it reproduces, or potential synergies or counter-effects of one

social innovation acting with another (e.g. an energy community using a renewables-based

cryptocurrency to manage its finances). Take at least 45 minutes.
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Purpose: Understandingwhat have been crucial turning points related to

the objectives of your social innovation.

Description: A Critical Power Moment (CPM) is a noticeable or significant shift

or challenge of dominant power relations and structures. By becoming aware of past

leverage points, you can strategise to understand how you can leverage your countervailing

power in the near future, for instance by initiating new collaborations, campaigns or actions.

Instructions for identifying Critical Power Moments:
• Work in groups of four to identify two CPMs related to your social innovation initiative/work

up to today: ‘Whatwere Critical Power Moments in your social innovation that hadan impact

on the status quo of energy?’ Be specific: who, what, where, when? Do the same exercise

again, but this time for a desired future CPM. Take at least 45 minutes.

• Use a chart to list all CPMs, where the Y-axis represents the degree of impact (high or low),

and the X-axis represents time. You can choose to create a chart on an online platform such

as Miro or Mural, or to create one by hand. An example of such a chart is pictured below.

• Debrief by discussingwhat collaborations could contribute towards reaching the future CPM.

Exercise 5:
Strategising with ‘Critical Power Moments’
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Purpose: Understanding how to strengthen the transformative power of

your social innovation initiative.

Description: This exercise supports participants to unpack what prefigurative

power, reinforcive and countervailing power they have (see Building Block 6). The

interplay of these is crucial for social innovations in order to amplify your impact, and to

understand how these forms of power interact. As such, you can identify where there are

opportunities for you to further build your transformative power.

Exercise 6:
Strengthening your transformative power

Instructions
• Prepare by listing examples of prefigurative, countervailing and reinforcive power in social

innovations in energy that you know of (for instance by looking at the power vignettes in Annex

1).

• Formulate how prefigurative, countervailing and reinforcive power of your social innovation

are exercised: ‘What is your ‘strongest’ power?’ ‘What obstacles do you face in realising these

three kinds of power?’ ‘Where do you identify gaps, and can you identify opportunities for

action?’ ‘What are the synergies and tensions that arise between these three formsof power?’

• Discuss ingroupsof four:Howcanyour transformativepowerbestrengthened?What rolecan

translocal power or intersectionality (meaning relating to other forms of oppression) play in

this? Take at least 45 minutes.
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Purpose:Discussinghownewlinksandcollaborationsacrossgeographies

may support pushing the objectives of your social innovation.

Description: During this exercise, you are challenged to think across

boundaries. Rooted in Building Block 7, this exercise gives you the opportunity

to expand your horizons by thinking of potential allies, networks and collaborations

that you might work with in order to increase your ‘power to’, and ‘power with’. Through

translocal, intersectional and strategic collaboration, social innovations in energy can bolster

their radical potential and decrease their dependency on the status quo. For instance, if an

energy community can rely on seed funding from other energy communities, they no longer

have to seek out a loan from a conventional bank.

Instructions:

• Reflect on the needs, goals, and objectives of your social innovation;

• Prepare a long list of actors:What initiatives or actors do you know that share your goals and

objectives? What initiatives or actors do you know that could meet your needs? You can use

resources such as the TRANSIT long list, UrbanA wiki or SONNET case studies.

• Discuss in groups of four: ‘What opportunities can you identify to collaborate or join forces

with actors or initiatives which share your values and could meet your needs?’ Create a

concrete action that you can realise within two weeks, and which connects you to other

people in order to further investigate this.

Exercise 7: Expanding translocal power
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On SONNET

The research project Social Innovations in Energy Transitions (SONNET) was initiated to bring

diversegroupstogethertomakesenseofhowsocial innovationcanbringaboutamoresustainable

energy systems in Europe. How has social innovation contributed tomaking our energy sources,

useandproductioncleaner?Howcansocialchangehelpreduceourcarbonfootprintinthefuture?

Six cities and six research institutions in Europe carried out ‘City Labs’, case studies, citizen

surveys andmore to figure out howwe can helpmake sure that social innovations accelerate the

transition from the use of fossil fuels to amore sustainable energy system. By bringing together

designated academic and local government partners, expertise of all kinds came together to co-

create knowledge and solutions.

In addition to its research, SONNET hosted several regional, national, and European events to

spread and co-create knowledge on social innovation and the energy transition.

The SONNET project has been active from 2019–2022, and supported by the European Union’s

Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme, Grant Agreement no. 837498.
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ANNEX 1 Social Innovation and Power Vignettes

Annex 1.1 City-level competitions

City-level competitions for sustainable energy refer to competitive formats like games, voluntary

comparisons, rankings or benchmarking which take place between, or within, cities.

The competitive approach challenges participants to find pathways towards sustainable energy

consumption and production. The playful and game-like character differs from dominant

technocratic ways of thinking and organising energy-related topics. Competitions as ‘fun’

approaches topromotingandmainstreamingsustainableenergyare initiatedbypublicorprivate

institutions as an innovation to existing formalized and bureaucratized energy relations.

Belowweprovidetwoconcreteexamplesofhowpowercanmanifestitselfincitylevel-competitions

for sustainableenergy. The firstboxexplainshowpolitical stakeholders exercisepowerover the
2019 Climathon competition inMannheim. The second box describes how Swiss communities
achieve ambitious goals in sustainable energy by cooperatingwith each other as part of the
‘Energie-Region’ programme.
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Power over: Political stakeholders confine implementation of ideas from the
Climathon competition in Mannheim
Even if competition formats result in new ideas and solutions for pressing societal

challenges, their implementation strongly depends on political will and governmental

support. An example of this is the hackathon Climathon, a ‘marathon of ideas’ that has

been regularly organised by the city administration since 2015. It is inspired by hackathon

events, duringwhichcomputerprogrammersandother softwaredevelopers spendshort

periodsof time -usually 24 to48hours - to collaborateonaproject. TheaimofaClimathon

is todevelop innovativesolutions forchallenges relatedtoclimatechange.Theevent takes

place on the same day in different locations around the world. Each event is hosted by a

local organising team, often working closely together with the local city administration

and other partners including private companies, universities and associations.

Participants of the 2019 Mannheim Climathon came up with suggestions on achieving

carbon-neutrality such as a platform to organise bike-sharing, and a measurement

system for energy consumption of local buildings. However, the decision which of these

solutions are implemented is inherently political, and thus depends largely on thewill of

policymakers, who thus exercisepower over these competition formats. Theremight not

be abudget to implement the ideas, or the city administration mightnot feel authorised

or responsible to takeupcertain initiatives. In those cases,winning teamsareencouraged

to continuewith their initiatives privately, thereby oftenmaking themdependent on the

power of existing market forces or philanthropy.

Power with: Swiss communities collaborate to become a certified ‘Energie-Region’
ToachievethegoalssetintheSwissEnergyStrategy2050andtheParisClimateAgreement,

the SwissMinistry for Energy initiated the ‘Energie-Region’ programme. Certified energy

regions are provided with 15.000-30.000 CHF (around 13.700-27.400 EUR) subsidies

annually, technical support, and networking possibilities. To become a certified energy

region, citygovernmentsandothermunicipalities in the regionhave tocollaborateclosely

to achieve the strict targets set within each of the project’s phases. The Energie-Region

programme is a good example of how competitions or labels may provide power with

– it empowers municipalities and other regional actors to achieve ambitious goals in

sustainable energy by acting together.
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Annex 1.2 Framings against fossil fuel energy

Framings against fossil fuel energy pathways involve the creation of alternative storylines

about energy pathways centred on fossil fuels such as coal, oil or natural gas. The aim is to

change dominant ideas about the future of energy, by emphasising the problems of fossil fuels

(environmental damage, safety issues, CO2 emissions etc.) and by proposing alternative energy

futures. Activities includecampaigns, protests, petitions and the sharingof information, expertise

and experiences. Many actors at various levels can be involved: NGOs, network organisations, or

local resident working initiatives, active, locally, regionally, nationally or internationally.

Framings against fossil fuel energy are socially innovative as they challenge existingmainstream

stories around fossil fuels. They spreadalternative storylines that arenotnecessarily new,buthave

been toldby actorswhose voiceshavebeen silencedor ignoredpreviously. This also changeshow

society relates to the fossil fuel industry .

Wehighlight twoexamplesofpowerdynamics in framingsagainst fossil fuel energy: thepower to

challenge fracking in theUK’s National Planning Policy Framework and the collaborationwithin

the Silesian Climate Movement in Poland.
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Power to: Challenging the National Planning Policy Framework
In July 2018, the revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in

the UK. It required English councils to recognise “ the benefits of onshore hydrocarbons,

including shale gas, for energy security and transition to a lowcarboneconomy”. Councils

were also required to “put in place policies to facilitate their [onshore hydrocarbons]

exploration and extraction” and ‘plan positively for them’’ (as reported by Hayhurst 2018).

In August 2018, representatives of Talk Fracking,an anti-shalegroup) asked the Secretary

of State towithdraw the paragraph on fracking/onshore hydrocarbons in the framework.

TheyarguedthattherevisedNPPFdidnottakeintoaccountthegreenhousegasemissions

from shale gas extractions, measuring methane releases and impacts on air quality.

Moreover, theNPPFwasnot in linewith thegovernment’sCleanGrowthStrategy thatwas

also published in 2018.

Talk Fracking challenged the revised NPPF in the High Court, and their case won (High

CourtrulingMarch2019).Thisdecisionmeantthatfutureplanningapplicationsforfracking

could be objected to on current scientific evidence, especially about climate change, as

opposed to government policy insisting on the need for oil andgas extractions for energy

security. This example demonstrates that through “power to” in terms of the wealth of

resources (e.g.money,knowledge,experts)groups/organisationsareable togather towin

court cases. Funds were raised through several creative crowdfunding activities, such as

walks and art sales.

Power with: The SilesianClimateMovement
Around 2018, broad social movements around climate change developed in Poland

like the Youth Climate Strike, Extinction Rebellion and others. A patchwork of several

initiatives emerged over time, characterized by flat organisational structures, democratic

decision-makingmechanisms, and relatively low entry barriers. For years, Polish ecological

organisations used toprimarily focus on issuing expert reports,monitoring administrative

paths of legal acts and investigating environmental harm. Most people were not able to

get involved in these activities. To fill this gap, socialmovementswithbroader activities and

goals developed in order to give more people a sense of agency.

One example is the Silesian Climate Movement that was launched in December 2018.

Initially,thereweresomeelementsofhierarchyinitsorganization,butlateronthemovement

shiftedtomorebottom-upmethodsofself-organisationandsocialorganising. It isveryeasy

to join themovementand theworkinggroupsdon’thave sharpboundaries,withmembers

fluctuating between them. This illustrates a form of “power with”, in which several groups

can come together as a movement that tries to make processes more inclusive so that a

wide variety of people can participate in organising and implementing activities.
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Annex 1.3 Innovative financing

Innovative financing is an important lever inenergy transitions: it canenablenewwaysof funding

and deploying renewable energy. New actors (e.g. citizens as investors), new roles (e.g. energy

community turns into distribution system operators) and novel combinations of actors (e.g.

cooperation between traditional utility and local community) are emerging, changing social

relationsandwaysofdoing, thinkingand/ororganising.Examplesof innovative financing include:

• Municipal community loan: Municipalities lend money to energy communities.

• Investment-based crowdfunding: Together, a number of funders provide small loans to

collectively invest in an energy initiative.

• Institutional investment in green infrastructure: Large-scale investments in infrastructure

projects.

• ‘Corporate’ and ‘private wire’ power purchase agreements: Agreements between two

parties to buy and sell energy.

• Subsidy mechanisms: Funding for energy initiatives provided by governments.

To illustrate power in these social innovations, we highlight the stories of municipal energy in

Bristol (UK) and crowdfunding in the Netherlands.
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From power over to power to: The case of Bristol taking charge in the UK
Local authorities usually depend on others to mobilise financial resources for energy,

providing these other actors (e.g. national governments, multinational companies or

banks)withconsiderablepowerover the localenergysystem.However, localgovernments

can also mobilise financial resources themselves. The city of Bristol decided to claim

their own financial power by establishing self-financing energy teams, in the context of

budgetary constraints imposed by the central government’s austerity programme. In

2010, Bristol City Council’s cabinet approved the procurement of a wind farm developer

to construct twowind turbines atAvonmouth. ThismadeBristol the first local authority to

own operational wind turbines.

The installation cost around 10million GBP (approx 11.6million EUR), andwas financed by

the PublicWorks LoanBoard, a body of the UKGovernment. Based on available Feed-in-

tariffs, thesaleofelectricity,andLevyExemptionCertificates, theinstallationwasprojected

to generate an annual income of 1 million GBP. As of 2020, this income pays for a large

number of staff at the Bristol Energy Service. In this example, the local authority of Bristol

was given the power to make their own decisions as to where, and how, they wanted to

invest in the energy transition.

Power with: Professionalizing crowdfunding in the Netherlands
Crowdfunding, or crowdinvesting, allows small investors to contributemoney to renewable

energyprojects.In2016,theDutchMinistryofEconomicAffairsstimulatedthecrowdfunding

sector to professionalise by starting a trade organisation. The trade organization gave the

sector collective power to lobby for their needs and work towards achieving their goals.

Up until then, crowdfunding had not been able to institutionalise changes in the ways

of doing, thinking or organising in the financial sector, mainly because of the sheer size

of the financial sector in the Netherlands. The trade organisation gave the crowdfunding

platforms ‘power with’; they gained the ability to achieve collective goals collaboratively.

Interestingly, the trade organisation of crowdfunding in the Netherlands defined certain

quality requirements for crowdfunding, which excludedmany newcomers. This is a good

illustration of how power with can over time result in new structures that exercise power

over with exclusionary implications.
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Annex 1.4 Local electricity exchange

Local electricity exchange is about matching local renewable energy generation with local

consumption. This can result in new business models and new forms of collaboration, allowing

more people to become engaged in energy transitions.

Theaimof localelectricityexchange is to increase theshareof renewableenergy incurrentenergy

systems,andtoreformelectricitymarketsbymaximisingtheuseof locallyproducedenergy.Local

electricity exchange is socially innovative as it represents a differentway of generating electricity,

one that happens closer to the consumer. Such local production of electricity also changes how

people relate to energy, as there is amore direct connection betweenwhere energy comes from

and how it is shared in a community.

Local electricity exchange can take many different forms. The most common are:

• Collective self-consumption: collective actions to generate, purchase ormanage electricity at

neighbourhood, district or street level;

• Power purchase agreements (PPAs): e.g. electricity supplierswho create direct contractswith

renewable electricity producers, and reserve electricity to a limited number of customers

located in the same or a neighbouring municipality;

• Peer-to-peer(P2P)electricitytrading:electricitytransactionsbetweenconsumersorprosumers,
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usuallynon-professionalactors (i.e.whoarenotprofessionallyemployedinenergycompanies),

with the use of technologies such as virtual platforms/blockchain, which enable sharing of

energy within connected communities.

We provide three examples of how power manifests itself through the Local Electricity Bill

campaign in the UK, Growth of collective self-consumption in Switzerland and collaboration

between Planète Oui and Valorem to build solar parks.

Power to/with: The Local Electricity Bill campaign in the UK
Existing legal and policy arrangements around electricity systems and markets can

impede local electricity exchange. Electricity supply licence rules for instance, can be an

obstacle for smallgeneratorsasmeetingtherequirementscanbeverycostly.Challenging

this obstacle was one of the aims of the not-for-profit organisation, Power for People,

which campaigns in the UK for a rapid transition to 100% clean energy benefitting local

economies. They drafted the Local Electricity Bill with the aim to empower communities

to sell their energydirectly to local people. Their campaign for theLocal ElectricityBill, The

Community Energy Revolution, is one of themost noticeable initiatives concerningmore

local energy supply. Thebillwas introduced toparliament in June2020, and its supporters

included 60 county authorities and local authorities, Greenpeace, trade associations such

asBritishHydropowerassociation,renewableenergyassociations,solartradeassociations,

Good Energy, the Church of England, over 300 community groups, individuals lobbying

their local MPs, 300 parish town councils, and the Chamber of Commerce. Although the

bill hasnot becomea legislative act yet, the campaign illustrates howpower to andpower

withcanbeexercised throughstrategic collaborationbetweenmanydifferentactorswho

bundle their efforts to lobby for changing existing policy and regulatory frameworks.

Power with: Collaboration between Planète Oui and Valorem to build solar parks
In 2016, the French municipality Mézières-lez-Cléry chose project developer Valorem to

build a solar park of 4.2MWp on an oldmining site (Valorem Energie). In November 2019,

when constructionwas about to start, Valorem signed a partnershipwith PlanèteOui, an

electricity supplier. Theobjectiveof this partnershipwas tomake solar electricity available

to people who live in the vicinity of the solar park. The partnership is a good example of

howpowerwithmanifests as actors collaborate towards commongoals in local electricity

exchange projects.
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Power over/to:Growth of collective self-consumption in Switzerland
For a long time, distribution system operators (DSOs) have had a lot of power over the

grid infrastructure and management of electricity bills in Switzerland. However, the

recently introduced new legal entity of Zusammenschluss zumEigenverbrauch (ZEV) (tr.

Association for self-use) challenges this status-quo by allowing the self-consumption of

solar power beyond building or property boundaries.

In a ZEV, landlordsmay provide energy for their tenants and keep electricity costs low by

organising self-consumption inmulti-party houses and districts. A ZEV replaces the local

utilityandbecomesresponsible forenergysupply,metering,andorganisingacommunity

ofconsumers.Thismodelenablesactorstoinvestinprivatelyownedsupplyanddistribution

infrastructure to sell locally produced electricity to tenants of nearby properties.

By 2019, more than 3,079 ZEV projects in various forms had been realised in Switzerland.

Increasingly,mainstreamactors such as housing cooperatives and real estate companies

as well as pension funds start using the ZEV model. It is expected that the realisation of

P2P andblockchain pilot projects will extend theZEV organisationalmodel towardsnew

forms of local electricity exchange and trading.
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Annex 1.5 Participatory incubation and experimentation

Participatory incubation and experimentation refers to sites of multi-actor collaboration and

experimentation, like living labs, city labs, testbeds, pilots, and transition arenas. Experiments

typically take place in settings that are close to real-world contexts, involving everyday problems

and actors. The aim is to find new ways of organising energy production and consumption, for

instance by including new technologies, funding mechanisms or governance structures.

These experiments are socially innovative in that their primary goal is to enable innovation and to

co-create new ways of doing, thinking and organising.

The two boxes below provide examples of power relations connected to participatory incubation

and experimentation: The first box describes the dependence of the Belgium living lab
StadsLab2050 on the city administration of Antwerp and the secondbox explains howdiverse
stakeholders work together and collaborate as part of the ‘Energieavantgarde Anhalt’
regional networking association.
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Power over: Policymakers exert power over the Belgium living lab Stadslab2050
Incubationandexperimentation typically require external funding frompublic resources,

whichmakes themdependenton thepreferencesofpolitical stakeholders. Stadslab2050,

a living labfoundedbythecityofAntwerp in2013,providesagoodexampleofsuchreliance

on political support. The lab involved a diverse set of societal stakeholders including

companies, citizens, civil society, civil servants, and researchers, which worked towards

making Antwerp carbon-neutral by 2050. One of Stadslab2050’s experiments dealt with

reducing the energy consumption of shops in a commercial neighbourhood of Antwerp

through shifting societal normsanddeeply rootedbehavioural routines. In 2020however,

Antwerp’s local political climate turned against the living lab format, and Stadslab2050

wasdiscontinuedasan independent initiativeand integrated into thecity’s larger climate

strategy. Stadslab2050, which depended on funding by the Flemish government and the

city of Antwerp, is thus a prime example of howpolicymakers and funding schemes exert

power over experimentation formats.

Power with: Energieavantgarde Anhalt brings diverse stakeholders together to
advance the regional energy transition in the German region Anhalt
Founded in 2012, Energieavantgarde Anhalt is a regional networking association that

aims to advance the sustainable energy transition within the region Anhalt in Germany.

It falls under the category ‘Reallabor’ (tr: ‘labs in real world contexts’) which describes a

hybrid form of experiments that integrate a diverse set of actors to generate and apply

knowledge (Schneidewind, 2014). Activities carried out by the Energieavantgarde Anhalt

initiative include the development of mission statements, regional networking activities,

andstart-upcompetitions forenergyrelated innovations.Amajor focus liesonnetworking

activities and bringing actors together to work on the regional energy transition. The

Reallabor is thus a good example of power with as it enhances networking and strategic

collaboration between civil society actors, scientists, political actors (such as stakeholders

from municipalities, regional districts, the government of Saxony-Anhalt or the Federal

Ministry of Education and Research), private companies, foundations and others to find

solutions for a sustainable production and consumption of energy.
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Annex 1.6 Renewable energy cooperatives

Renewableenergycooperatives(hereafterreferredtoas ‘cooperatives’),aremodelsthroughwhich

citizens jointly own themeans of production of renewable energy (e.g. windmills or solar panels),

while also participating in its organisation.

Cooperativesaresociallyinnovative,astheyoftenaimtocontributetosustainableenergytransitions

by democratising energy production. By actively participating in producing electricity,members

of cooperatives are no longer passive consumers of power – they become so-called prosumers.

Through enabling citizens to become central actors at all levels of using and producing energy,

cooperatives contribute to a change in social relations.

Below, we provide two concrete examples of how power may manifest itself in and through

cooperatives: The first box demonstrates the powerful position of large energy utilities within

theGermanpolicy-makingarena,whilethesecondboxexplainshow intermediaryorganisations
can empower cooperatives through organising collective action.
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Power to and power over: The expansion of renewables in Germany and incumbent
energy utilities exercising power through lobbying
The German power sector was long dominated by the so-called ‘big four’ energy utilities:
RWE, E.On, Vattenfall and EnBW. The 1998 liberalisation of the German electricity market
led to a high concentration of power with the big four utilities covering around 90% of
electricity generation by the mid-2000s. However, introduced in 2000, the Renewable
EnergySourcesAct(EEG)laidthefoundationforGermany’senergytransitionandpromoted
a rapid expansion of renewable energies. Moreover, German policymakers decided to
phase-out nuclear power by 2022 and coal-fired power by 2038. The previously dominant
position of incumbent utilities (whose business models relied on nuclear and coal) was
therefore challenged significantly. As a consequence, Vattenfallwithdrewentirely fromthe
German market and E.On split up into two companies. The resulting ability of renewable
energyactors, includingcooperatives, to takeover largepartsof theenergymarket isagood
example of power to.

Power with: Cooperatives join forces through intermediaryorganisations
Individual cooperatives generally have little leverage to influence policy making and
defendtheir interests.However, joining intermediaryorganisationsenablescooperatives to
representtheir interestscollectively,andthusmorepowerfully.WithinEurope, intermediary
organisations can be seen to operate on the regional, national and EU-level. For instance,
the European federation of citizen energy cooperatives (REScoop) represents the interests
of over 1900 cooperatives in the European debate on the future of energy. Examples of
national intermediaries includetheAssociationof IndependentEnergyProducers (VESE) in
SwitzerlandortheCooperativeandRaiffeisenCooperation(DGRV)inGermany.Intermediary
energy networks provide an example of power with, i.e. the capacity of actors to act in
concert and increase collective power through collaboration. In addition to empowering
cooperatives in the policymaking arena, intermediaries also work on fostering the societal
acceptance of renewable energies and on supporting newly established cooperatives, for
examplethroughtrainingorcoachingactivities,financingservicesorbybuildingconnections
to key stakeholders.

Nevertheless, large utilities are still considered to be extremely influential political
stakeholders. They have access to extensive financial resources, and, more importantly,
oftenholdclose contacts topowerful politicians. Thepolicynetworkbetweenpolicymakers
and utilities allows utilities to influence energy policies according to their interests. This is a
textbook example of howpower over can operate indirectly, as these activities are likely to
remaininvisibletothegeneralpublic.Forinstance,afterextensivelobbyingfromincumbent
energyproviders, two amendments to theRenewable Energy SourcesAct in 2012 and 2014
underminedexistingbusinessmodelsofcooperativesby, amongothers, reducingFeed-In-
Tariffs (fixed electricity prices paid for renewable energies). In 2014, the revenues of almost
80% of all regional energy cooperatives and more than 80% of the supra-regional energy
cooperatives depended on Feed-In-Tariffs (Herbes et al., 2017).
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ANNEX 2 Graphic harvest of the Translocal Power Lab

Graphic harvesting by Carlotta Cataldi.
To view and navigate around the full-sized image, click here.
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ANNEX 3 Hand-out of the multi-actor perspective exercise
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